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The Cauchy Problem for Effectively
Hyperbolic Equations
(A Standard Type)
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Nobuhisa IWASAKI*

§ 0.

Introduction

The previous paper [4] by the author discussed the Cauchy
problem for a special type of hyperbolic equations of second order
to prove its C +00 -wellposedness. This paper will show that any
effectively hyperbolic equation of second order has such a special
expression of symbols, namely, that the special type may be regarded
as a standard type of effectively hyperbolic equation of second order.
Once this proposition has been admitted, the combination with the
result of the previous paper could justify, for equations of second
order, the assertion that any effectively hyperbolic equation is strongly
hyperbolic, namely, C+00-wellposed independent of lower terms.
Our discussion starts from the following premise.
The principal part p2 of an operator of second order has a form
that

p2 is hyperbolic with respect to the direction dxQ9 that is, / is a
non negative function.
p2 is effectively hyperbolic, that is, the fundamental matrix of p2
has real non zero eigenvalues at the singular points of characteristics
of p2.
And / is strictly positive outside a bounded set of x variable as
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an additional assumption.
Our purpose is to find an infinitely diflferentiable function A =
A(x0,x9£) of homogeneous order 1 in £ at a neighborhood of each
fixed #0 variable such that

p2=eQ-A*-b2,
{£o-4 b2}+cbz=0
with another infinitely difTerentiable c(x^x^} of homogeneous order
0 in £,
b2>0
and
at /1 = 0 and b2 = 0, where { , } stands for the Poisson bracket.
The geometric consideration of the assumptions leads us to the
existence of a function 4 == 4(#05# 5 £) of homogeneous order 1 in £
such that
(fo -Alt f-Al} =L[F/, / : F/, /]
(bilinear in (F/, /) )
and
4 = 0 and (3/3*0)4>0
at J={/=0}.
In order to construct the function A as a small perturbation of 4?
it suffices to solve the quasilinear equation of <j> that
This equation is rather simple. In fact it seems that the NashMoser implicit function theorem is applicable to solve it. It is,
however, found difficult to give a priori a function c to apply directly
the Nash's theorem to the equation. This difficulty is caused by the
linear part with the principal part of a singular vector field, while it
is not caused if it suffices to obtain only a finitely differentiable solution of any order. But it is avoidable by means of some simple
modification of approximate solutions. Therefore our method to find
a solution of the quasilinear equation is merely imitative of the Nash's
method, though the proof will be given here. We refered the method
to Hormander [1].
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§ 1. Preliminary Study
Let a1 be the canonical two form ^d^j/\dxj on T*Rn+l. For the
symbol p2, the Hamilton vector field h is defined by al(u, h) = Vp2(u)
and the fundamental (Hamilton) matrix J^ by al(u, ^v) =Q(u, a),
where Vp2 is the differential of p2 and Q(u, v) = <\u, V2p2vy is a quadratic
form defined by the Hesse matrix. If /i is defined by 0l(u, Jif) =
/(M), then h=JlFp2 and <F =JJ72p2. We assume that the Hesse matrix
is extended by the second order derivatives of p2 in the fixed canonical
coordinate also outside the singular points of pz. Then h and 2F may
be defined globally on T*Rn+l.
According to V. Ya Ivrii and V. M. Petkov [3] or L. Hormander
[2], the hyperbolicity of p2 implies that the fundamental matrix J^
has no eigenvalue except for pure real or pure imaginary ones at the
singular points of characteristics of p2. Moreover non zero real
eigenvalues are isolated and they consist of only a pair of eigenvalues,
the absolute values of which are same, if they exist8 The assumption
that p2 is effectively hyperbolic means, by definition, the existence of
such eigenvalues on the singular points of characteristics. We denote
them by a>0 and —a. Then it is guaranteed that a is extended to
an infinitely differentiable function at a neighborhood of the singular
points of characteristics as a and —a keep being eigenvalues of J^
and real, by virtue of the facts that a and —a are isolated and that
5F is a real matrix. Since the fundamental matrix 3F is independent
of the variable f0, a. is also independent of the variable £0 and of
homogeneous order 1 in £. The eigenvector v+ corresponding to a
is also chosen as an infinitely differentiable function in C^o3 %3 f ) at
a neighborhood of the singular points of characteristics. It may be
normalized as
v+ =2- 1 (3/3f 0 ) +a~1(d/dxQ)+

where X=(x^}.

Then v2 satisfies that

and

We now extend uniformly positive a and v2 as infinitely differentiable
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functions on the whole space to put

Then it holds that
{fo-4, /~42}

(l.D

Remark on Notations, L\_Xl:X2 : •••] means that it is a multi-linear
combination of each component X, with coefficients of infinitely
differentiable functions.
In fact 7Al satisfies that

and

Therefore we obtain that
{fo-4, f-Al} =fXQ-{A1, f} -2A,AIXQ

, f : F/,
because ^i = L[F/], [Al9 /} =<J1AIX, fxy and /,0 + «</*, y2> = ^i,
definition. Moreover it is clear that

by

at the points such that /=0.
In order to attain our purpose, we shall show the following local
theorem.
Theorem L There exist infinitely differentiable functions <j> and c in
f) ^£/z £/i<2£ //zej; satisfy the quasilinear equation

inequality
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at a neighborhood of the zero points 2 of f and that
Al+0 = Q
at I,

In fact it is extended to a global theorem in (x, £) by means of
an ingenious cut off function annihilating A = Al + 0 outside a neighborhood of £.
Corollary. For any fixed x'Q, there exists an infinitely
function A in (x^x,£) of homogeneous order 1 such that

differ entiable

on IXR2n, where I is an open interval including x'Q and c is also an
infinitely differ 'entiable function^ and that
A = Q and

Proof. Let p be a monotone decreasing and infinitely differentiate
function in a parameter t such that p=l if t<l, 1>^>0 if 1<£<3
and p = 0 if t>3. We define pe as
(1.2)

M*o,*,f)=K/l£|- 2 O.

If s is sufficiently small, then the support of pe is included in the
neighborhood Q of 2 where the quasilinear equation holds at Theorem
1. We may assume that f— A2>Q on the neighborhood Q, replacing
it to smaller one if necessary, where A is A at Theorem 1.
Let us find another function %e such that

and
A2 {fo, l!} + A {&, /} + (!-$ cf+ & ( 1 - &) {A, /}
-(l-Z?)lfo,/}=0

at a neighborhood of the intersection of the sets
and
Xs = l at A2\$ |- 2 <£/12 a n d / I f i- 2 <3 £ ,
2
E <! at yl |f|

{XQ=X'O}, {e/12<
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and supp% e is included in {A2 jf |~ 2 <£/2} . Such a function / E exists
on IxR2n if the interval / including x'0 is sufficiently small.
So we put
Then f—A~2 satisfies that
{^-A~,J
at the open set of / X R2n that
2

O and A2\% \~2<e/3.

On the other hand we conclude that /— yl~ 2 >0 at the points that
/If |~ 2 >£ or A2 £ i~ 2 >£/3 if s is sufficiently small. Therefore it is
divisible by f—A~2 there in the class of infinitely differentiable
functions. We get the conclusion that with another function c\
{t0-A~,f-A~2}+c'lf-A~2]=Q

on / X R2n.

q. e. d.

Since the domain, on which the quasilinear equation should be
solved, is a neighborhood of the zero points of/, we may change the
function / to any form outside it. So we cut off the function / as
follows to make the apparent influence of the outside / to the inside
as small as possible.
Let us define two functions O(G, 0 and 0(0", 0 as

and

with p defined in the previous proof. Moreover let ^ y (# 0 , xi ?) denote
the solution of the equation that

and

(pv = Q at 4 = 0

at a fixed neighborhood of the zero points of /, which includes the
support of #(e 2 |? |2, /) for a positive s. Then we define Af} and Afl$
as
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^(s2 1? !',/)& C>0)

and

The modified function fv with a parameter v<s is defined as
Then it holds that

and that at a neighborhood of the zero points of /

/.=/•
There exists a constant C independent of v for J ^ O , 1 and 2 such
that
and
| \%\-2+j/2Pj0v\<Cv2-j
so that

Therefore

and
so that
because

Hence it holds for j = 0 , 1 and 2 and for
(1.3)
that

&={fo-^i,/»-^l

on fi
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Here we use the fact that
deduced from the non-negativity

of/.

Remark. The index v of fv will be omitted in the rest.
§ 2. A Quasilinear Equation
The equation, which should be solved, is
0(0) -cW(^) = 0,
where

and

The function c can not be given a priori, so that we take the Frechet
derivative of the equation in <f> and c under the assumption that c
were independent of 0. Then we get

where

and

A right inverse of the linear part
should be obtained for the Nash's method to apply to the quasilinear
equation. The difficulty to obtain it occurs from the fact that the
principal part of the linear operator is a singular vector field. In fact
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it is impossible in general to obtain an exact right inverse as an
operator from infinitely differentiable functions to themselves. The
non negativity of the function / and the positivity of (3/9x0) (4+ 0)
ease the difficulty. We are able only to get approximate ones as
follows.
Proposition 2.1. Let mQ be a fixed positive integer. If the bounded
norms of <?>, c and their derivatives of first order are less than sufficiently
small fixed positive constants depending on m0 and if the functions 6 satisfy
some restrictive conditions (See Remark), then there exist two operators
/?o(0 5 0 and -fti(0 5 c} from the space of infinitely differentiable functions
of homogeneous order 0 to the space of infinitely differentiable functions of
homogeneous order 0 and 1, respectively, such that the equality

holds on a conic neighborhood of the zero points of f independent of <j) and
c, where <p is a sum of two non negative functions and a positive parameter

such that $Q is the solution of the Cauchy problem
-{£o-(4 + 0), fa}~cfa = 0

and
fa=f

at 4 + 0=0,

and that fa is also the solution of the equation

They satisfy the estimates that
(2.1)

p,(&

c)5iL<Cm[|l5lL+||g|

for any non negative integer m less than a fixed integer ?7?0, and j = 0 and
1, with respect to the norms of the spaces of Holder continuous functions,
Moreover if the functions (f> satisfy the inequality with a constant C~
independent of K that

then the estimates (2.1) hold for any non negative integer m.
Remark.

\\<I>u\\2 should be bounded by a constant independent of <p
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in order to keep the estimates (2.1) for any non negative integer. If
function <f) form as
with p3B (e = 0~2}
satisfying that

defined at Section 1 and

with the functions <j>'

then there exists a constant 00, which may depend on 5, such that
Proposition 2. 1 holds for any <f> with 0>0 0 We shall apply Proposition 2.1 only to such a type of functions 0.
Remark on Notations. The Holder continuous functions of order
a>0 mean here the functions g that, for the maximum integer m
such that m<O, the m-th derivatives of g are Holder continuous of
order a—m in the usual sense. The norms for them will be extended
in a natural way to the homogeneous functions in the variable £ on
any open set (conic in f) of RxT*Rn. They are here denoted by
|| • IL and the spaces by Ha.
Proposition 2.2. Let <p be a solution of the equation
-{fo-4 A<f>] -cA<p=g,
where

If I I 0 I J 2 and \\c\\i are uniformly
satisfies the estimate

bounded, then for an}) non negative a, it

II^L^C^II^L+ll^lkai^ll^+O+ll^lloaklL+l))

if a>\

and

\\<!>\\.<Cm\\g\\.
on a neighborhood of the zero points off
is sufficiently small.

ifO<a<l,
independent of $ such that ||0||i

We now show how to construct asymptotic solutions of <j> and c.
We start from
and
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£o = 0.

So we denote
A0 = 0(0).

/z0 is divided into two parts such that
Ao = A (0) + A a>.

We shall later show how to divide it.

Let us put

hn = 0(<f>n)-cn¥(<f>n)
assuming that <f>n and cn are already given.

Then it holds that

where

and

cn4.l=cn + dn.
We now assume that wn is a solution of the equation

®i(fa)wn-c;Vi($;)wn-dn<f>n=gn9
where

and
C

n

=

&6(6 + n)Cn*

Remark on Notations. Se is a so-called smoothing operator.
explanation about its properties will be given later.
According to Proposition 2.1, wn may be given by
WH=Rl(fa,

if dn is defined by

C~}gn

An
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and if $n is (p with K = Kn=.6l-a(6 + ri)l~~a at Proposition 2.1.
we have that
where en and /„ are defined as follows.
sum of three terms.

Then

<pn is also divided into the

fn and en are defined as

and

It is put as

«.=«.mto be convenient to proof.

If 72>1, then we define

by using the solution ^2) of the equation

- {£„ - (^ +#;), (4 + ^) f&® } - c;
From the above definitions, we get
Our purpose needs to show that the limit of hn±i exists as n tends to
infinity and vanishes at a neighborhood of the zero points of /. So
we put

and

Then we get
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by defining

Here it will be shown at the later proof that e^ tends to zero and
the limit of /„ vanishes at the neighborhood of the zero points of /.
In order to estimate

we get it found that it is written as
by the solution <^£4) of the equation
_,(!)

—Kn-l

K,(2)

n 5

where

We prepare three lemmas for the smoothing operator Sg and the
Holder spaces. (For example, see Hormander [1].)
Lemma 2.1. The smoothing operator Se has the following properties
for a and b such that Q<a(b, resp.) <M. (0>1)
1)
2)
3)

\\SeU\\t<CM\\u\\a
ifb<a.
li5fl«||,^CM^-||a|!.
if a<b.
lla-^all.^C^-llHlL ifb<a.

4)

Lemma 2.2. ue are infinitely diferentiable functions with a parameter
0 belonging to [0, +00). Let a(j) and b(j} (j — Q and 1) satisfy that

and

assume the relations between a, A, a(j) and b(j) as
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and

If it holds for

IIQ that

with respect to the norms of Ha(j} and if the constant a is not integer,
then the integral

S

+ oo
o

uedO

exists in Ha and satisfies that

Lemma 2.3. Let u{ be functions belonging to Ha(iJ:> (i=0, • • • , / and
j = 0? ""5 /)• If we define
by Aj such that 0<^-<1 and 2j ^/ — 15 then the functions u{ belong to
and satisfy the estimate

We check the convergence of the approximate solutions g0 at (1-3),
namely, /z0 is also L(F/*5 / : F/, /) at a neighborhood of the zero points
of/ as well as (1.1). Let us define h^ as
h$»=pA
by means of p& at (1.2) with £ = 6~*. Then it holds that
I I/, (0)1! ^/nr
^2a-4
,1^0 ||aSt/»V

for a and ^ such that 0 < « < m < + oo and ^>^ 0 if #o is a sufficiently
large constant but independent of m. And h^ =0 if
Proposition 2.1 for ^=0 implies that

We shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. There exists a constant d such that for any non negative
integer j and for Q<a<m (integer),
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H^jlL and \\dj\
if a^>2 and 2a + l <m, and if 6 is sufficiently

large after a and m are fixed.

Proof. We prove it by induction in n>0. We assume that it
holds for j<n except for j = 0 and that a. is not integer.

01 — 2?=o Wj
satisfies it for Q<k<n + l that
)da+a-*(6 + ky-a

if m>cL>a

and

by Lemma 2.2 because a is not integer.
k<n + l that

Therefore it holds for 0<

I 0*j L < C56a+a-* (6 + K) P°s(«-«)^-pos(a-a)

for 0<a<m, so that

for 0<a<m by virtue of Lemma 2.3 because
llfte!L<C,^-4.

In the same way
c

k — 2)=o ^j

satisfies it for 0<^</z + l and for 0<fl</?2 that

Remark on Notations,

pos(^) =max{s, 0}.

Therefore we conclude it by virtue of Lemma 2.1 that
II&1I. and ilcrll.
<CC* ^ a+Q: ~ 4 ('^4-^;)P 0b ^ (2 "~ ci:) ^~P os(:a ~ fl)

for 0<a<aQ and for 0<k<n + l with any fixed a0 and that
11^-^11. and \\ct-c;\\a<Cd0°+«-\0 + kr-a
for Q<a<m and for Q<k<n+l, where, by definition,
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and
c

k

Lemma 2.5. 1)

==l

For Q<a<m — l and for Q<k<n, it holds that

2)

For 0<a<m-l and for Q<k<n, it holds that
\W(^-^\\a<c28ea^-\e+ky^^.

3)

For Q<a<m — l and for Q<k<n, it holds that

therefore,

il^ + il
where
Ek+i=Ekj=Q ek.
4)

For Q<a<m — l and for Q<k<n, it holds that

\ma<c,8e*+«-\e+ky-«.
5)

For 0<a<m and for Q<k<n, it holds that

Remark. The constant Cj§ at the above lemma are independent of

n.
We assume Lemma 2.5. It will be proved after the present proof.
4) of Lemma 2.1, 3) of Lemma 2.5 and the estimate for h^ imply
that, for Q<a<aQ,

Moreover 1) and 2) of Lemma 2.1 and 3) of Lemma 2.5 imply that
for 0<a<<2 0 ,
In fact it suffices to take b=a, in case that a<a, and to put b=a and
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a — a, in case that a>a, at Lemma 2.1. Therefore we obtain that, for

if 0 is taken as
Proposition 2.1 applies to the case that m=m or m = 09 to yield it for
and

by virtue of the interpolation theory (Lemma 2.3), that for 0<a<m

!K+1|L and |K +1 |.^(CS+C,<?- 1 )^ +a -*(<?+» + l)- a - 1 .
If d is defined as
C'0<d/2
and if the parameter 6 is chosen as sufficiently large as
then the conclusion of induction is deduced because the above constant C8 is independent of n. We here remark that the bound of
i l ^ f t l l i should be put less than a small constant given beforehand and
that it is satisfied by taking 6 large.
q. e. dB
Proof of Lemma 2.5. 1) Let us estimate (@l(<pk) — ^iC^T))^^
one of the terms of ef}. For §<a<m — 1, it holds that

because we may apply Lemma 2.3 to the first step and the assumption of induction and the estimates for <f>k — ^ in the previous proof
to the second step. The other terms <?f} will be estimated in the same
way. They have rather better estimates than the above.
2) At first, we note that it suffices to get the same type of
estimates for ^4) as for 0* 3) =?P'(^J') ~0f } by definition. It is obtained
from the ones of the data e^li—e^ because </^4) is a unique solution
of the equation at Proposition 2.2 put there as <p = <f>k, c~cl and
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g=e(k-i — e^2\ and because \\<j>k\\2 is bounded by a constant independent
of 0 and k. Therefore we show that e^—e^ have the same type of
estimates with another constant C65 independent of n. We assume 5)
of Lemma 2.5 because it is proved independent of the statement 2) .
The data g for (p^ is — e™ so that the estimate holds in this case if
Now we also assume them valid for integers not exceeding
so that the statement 2) is valid. Then the statements 3) and
4) are valid for such integers as proved at their own proofs. Therefore e^ —efli is bounded as

lkf-^ilL<(2C4^
If the constant C6(5 is given beforehand as

then we are able to choose the parameter 0 as sufficiently large as

and this choice is independent of k and also n.
a<m — 1 and for Q<k<n, it holds that

Therefore, for 0<

We now apply Proposition 2.2 to get the conclusion.
3) We may assume the statements 1) and 2). Then we obtain
that

Therefore we get the conclusion because ek is the sum of
e%» and The estimates for Ek+i are obtained by applying Lemma 2.2 to it as
well as the estimates for $k and ck if the estimates for BJ hold for
integers j not exceeding k<n.
4) It is proved by applying 2) and 3) of Lemma 2.13 putting
b— a and a — a^ to the results 3) of the present lemma.
5) Since the differences are written as
and
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it is not difficult to get the conclusion according to the estimates for
0A, 0k, $k~<?>k, ck, ck and ck—Ck, by virtue of Lemma 2.3.
q. e. d.
Lemma 2.4 implies the existence of limits of <f>n and cn in Ha,
which are denoted by <f> and c, respectively. They are estimated as
for 0<a<a
and \\c\\a<C602°-\
The convergences of <f>M cn and e™ assure the one of fn, though it
can be estimated directly.
The important fact not clarified yet is that the limit f+00 of fj
vanishes at a neighborhood of the zero points of /. The function /0
vanishes at a neighborhood Q0 of the zero points of / by definition.
We show that the supports of ^J1}, therefore, ^J2) never fill up the
whole of such a domain OQ. By the definition of /0 as
/o = A 0 w = ( l - f c ) A o ,

e

=*~ 4 .

we may put

Then the function /0 vanishes at QQ. On the other hand we consider
spindle-shaped domains £?„(?) such

where (XQ, X~) — (XQ,X~,£~) is a fixed element in the zero points of
/and
| f ~ | = l . Since it holds that

the flows starting from Al + ^ = 0 and difined by the vector fields

J?nv=(d/dxQ)v-{Al + fa, v]
sweep out the whole of Q»(T) if fi is small and if 0 is sufficiently
large, namely, \\fa\\i is small. Therefore we can conclude that vn is
identically zero on Qn(r} if vn is a solution of the equation
&nvn—c;vn = Q

on Qn(r)

and
vn = Q

at

We now fix a constant JJL independent of n keeping the above property
and put
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TQ = 0-\

Since VJ vanishes at

(XQ,X~),
f<C(Al+ \X-X~ |2

so that, on
Therefore /0 vanishes at <G00~o) if 0 is sufficiently large.

We put

Then it is bounded below such that
rn> 0-^-0^=0-^(1 -d*-1) > (2/3)ro,
if # is also sufficiently large. Moreover the inequality
implies that
\

Therefore @n-i(Tn-i) includes Qn(rn).

Since

if 0 is sufficiently large, the point (%0~j X") is included in the interior
of intersection of <0w(rn) for all n.
Lemma 2.6. The error terms fn vanish absolutely on Az(O ? respectively. Therefore they and their limit f+00 vanish on S +00 (r +00 ), where r+00
is the limit of rn as n tends to infinity. The point (XQ,X~) attaining the
Zero of f is included in the interior of O+00(r+0^)e

Proof. fQ vanishes on -Q0(jo) according to the discussion before
Lemma 2.8. We assume that/ n vanishes on Qn(r^. Then (yi1 + ^~)^f )
vanishes on ^ n +i(r n+1 ) because by definition it satisfies the equation
Therefore 0i1} vanishes there so that fn+1 vanishes on @n+1(Tn+l).
q. e. d.
Proof of Theorem 1. It has almost finished except for differentiability of <j). Lemma 2.4 shows the existence of finitely differentiable
functions 0, c and /+00 such that
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(

Lemma 2.6 means that f+00 vanishes on a neighborhood of the
zero points of f and that Al + (f> vanishes at the zero points of f. In
fact f— (Al-\-<f))2 is non negative on O+OO(T+CO) because it is non
negative at Al + $=Q. And finite number of such £? +0 o(r +00 ) cover the
zero points off such that |?|=1 because it is compact.

follows from the fact that ||0||i is small.
At last we note the regularity of the solution (j>. Once Lemma
2.4 had been obtained, the decay rate —a in it is easily improved
without moving the parameter 0.
We assume the following lemma proved later.
Lemma 2.7.

There exists a constant C for the limit <f> such that

By virtue of Lemma 2.4, (fr — fa satisfies that

so that
Therefore it yields the assumption at Proposition 2.1 that
with a constant C independent of Kk. Hence we are able to use the
estimates of Rj at Proposition 2.1 for any non negative integer m.
The estimates imply the following Lemma 2.8 so that we are able to
assume the convergence of <f>j and dj to <p and c in Ha for any non
negative a. Therefore 0 and c are infinitely differentiate.
q. e. d.
Lemma 2.8. For any positive /3, and for any non negative #, there
exists a constant Ca/3 such that for any non negative integer j

1 ' ! L and \\d\

Proof.

It suffices to prove that, if it is supposed that the inequality
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holds for a constant /3, then we may replace ft by /3 + a — 1, where /3
and /3 + « — 1 are not integers. In fact the inequalities are guaranteed
by Lemma 2.4 in the case f) = a. It is possible to take the same
procedure in the present case as at the proof of Lemma 2.4 by
replacing a by /S if the influence of the constant 0 is neglected. So
we get the estimate for ek corresponding to one at 3) of Lemma 2.5,
that is,
with a constant C independent of k.

Moreover it holds that

so that

Therefore we obtain that for any non negative <2,
Proposition 2.1 combines with the above to yield the estimates for
wk±i and dk+l with the rate a— a~ /3.
q. e. d.
Proof of Lemma 2.7. It suffices to consider it at a neighborhood
of the zero points of/. Then it holds that &($) -c¥($) =Q. This
implies that
(4 + 0)[2(3/3*0)(4 + 0)+£(4 + 0)] = {/,

A1+<f>}+(d/dx0}f+cf.

Since [2(3/3#0) (4 + 0) +£(4 + 0)] does not vanish at the zero points
of /, 0 is a linear combination of Vf and /. Therefore
(4 + 0) 2 (d/3*o) 0 - {/, 0} +2 (3/3*0) (4) ^ =i[F/f / : F/, /].
We differentiate it to obtain the equation for (<; 0 ,Z)— F0 that
A-fe 0 ,Z) +2(9/d* 0 ) (4+0)fe0,Z)=L[F/, /],
where
K-(^Z) = (2A^-ftfJZ,

2AlxZa-fxxJZ).

The hyperbolicity (See the first part of Section 1 or 3.) yields that
K~ has no non zero real eigenvalue at the zero points of/, so that
*- + 2 (3/3x0X4+0)
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is invertible at a neighborhood of the zero points of /because
is small.

(d/8xQ)if>

Therefore we conclude that F0 is a linear combination of

Vf and /.

q. ea d.

§ 3. Asymptotic Behavior of Characteristic Curves
Let us put a vector field & as follows.
(3.1)

SPv= -2A{£0-A, v] + [f-A\ v]

where

We denote the flow starting from (xQ,X) = (XQ,X,£) of the vector
field Ifl' 1 ^ on R2n+l by Ft(xQ,X).
We clarify the asymptotic
behavior of the flow Ft(x^X) and its derivatives in (xQ,X) as the
parameter t tends to infinity.
M (*,*„,*) = (Ffg) (Xo,X)

=g(Ft(x09X»

is a solution of the equation
(d/dt)u- |f |"1J?M = 0
and
M|*=O=^-

By definition, (j 0 ,y)= (j^JV?^) — Ft(x^X)
tial equation,

is a solution of the differen-

(3.2)

\y\-\

(d/dt)yQ=-2A(y0,Y)

and

where/ is the matrix such that J(yrf} = (57, —jy).
for 1 57 1 that
(3.3)
so that

where

(rf/A)

Hence we have it
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This implies that

and
Jo

We now consider the variational equation of (3.2) in order to
estimate the derivatives of the flow Ft(xQ,X) in (x^X).
and

We put it as

(3.4)
We may assume that all components of K are of homogeneous order
0 in 7] because they are unified the order in f] by the transformation
of (*0,*,C) to (*0,*, I^Q,
where Z=(*,C).
Remark. Our following discussion is subject to no restriction
according to such a unification of order because (d/df) \ 7] |2 satisfies
(3.3) and only results modulo L[F/, /] are required.
By definition, it holds that

On the other hand also by definition it holds at a neighborhood of
the zero points I of / that
and

Hence K is written as

K=KQ
KQ (^o, Z) =
^00~

Kw =
and

\ Ku =JV\f \ r, \
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where a~=a \y\-\ <Jv2,Z> = <JvZ9(z, f] I^Q) for any Z= Cc, Q and
the following notations for P* are used.
Remark on Notations. Fk stands for weighted partial differential
operators in the rest of this paper such that

Therefore

3*) ft (3/3*o)
and so on.

Let us transform K0 by means of M0 that

(3.5)

M0 (zo, Z) = (^0, tt

Then
K, = M^

is that

Therefore @ = MQI(ZO,Z) satisfies that
and

because
Let us put

//0= -yri/i? |-7-2a-V(8)^.
//0 is non negative at the zero points 2 of / because F2/?2 is hyperbolic. For e=(0 0 , ^), it holds that

(3.6)
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and

Let us next consider Hd = H^ + 2d such that
0<S<H5<(C+23)<C'.
Then it holds that

The new inner product defined by
(u, v)t=(H^u, v)
has the relation with the canonical one as
(C+2(5)- 1 |w| 2 <Mi<«5- 1 M 2

(3.7)

and for any matrix B, its bound is estimated as

and

\(Bu, u)

The equality

yields

Therefore if we restrict <5 as it is less than a fixed constant, then we
obtain

On the other hand, the equality
(d/dt) \u\l=(H^( (d/dt) H,-) Hft, a)
implies

for u independent of t, where

0 (*„,*) = IF/ | If
Therefore the solution H; of the equation
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is estimated as
(d/df) \
For the solution w^ of the equation
(d/dt) w0 = — a~w0
it holds that
(d/dt) | WQ |2< -a~ \w0 \2 + C\w \8 w0\+ \gQ \ \WQ .
Hence it holds for (w^w)

(3.8)

that

(rf/A) i WQ | < -a- | z«;0 1 +C |zi; \8+ \gQ \

and

(^M)I^U<[CT 1 / 2 + C^)^(j;o, Y)d-^ \w\,+ \gl\89
because (d/dt} \WQ\ and (d/di) \w\8 are equal to zero almost everywhere
on {|w 0 1=0} and on {|w| s = 0}, respectively. Meanwhile the relation
(3.7) implies that

(3.9)

\L[_rw9rf,f\e \8<cd-\ \OQ \ + \o \8

and

The combination of (3.8) and (3.9) implies it for the solution 6 of
(3.6) that
and

(d/dt) \0\d< [CT1/2 + C 05) 0 (j0, Y) 3- !] i 0 |
Let us put

r
with some other large constants C and C(S). Then

and

satisfy it with another large constant C independent of d that
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(d/dt)coQ< -«0
and

(d/dt)<o< -where aQ is a constant such that

go~ |exp[-C\

Jo

and

Jo
The following lemma applies to it to yield

Lemma 3.1. Let iij O' = l, • • • , *0 ^fl/ valued functions in t be absolutely
continuous and satisfy almost everywhere that
where the functions fj satisfy that

k, and where hj are measurable functions in t. Then us are estimated
as
+\

for t>s.
Especially if all of Uj and hj are non negative, then it holds
for t>s that

Therefore we get
o(O) | + 10(0)
Jo

c b~ I + l«r l«

This concludes for a solution of (3.4) that
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koCOl + iz(0 I
<C(<5) {( |£0(0) I + |Z(0) I ) exp[C\ ^]+\
Jo

Jo

\G |exp[C\ ?d(j~\ds}
Js

with a constant C(<5) depending on <5, especially on the minimum of d.
Since G = 0 in the case that (^Z) is one of the first derivatives
(V
E > of (y^y} such that

the inequality (3.10) gives us
|S ( U (0]
In general it turns out that
o

for the derivatives 5

(m)

of order m such that
^(m) = ( ^ 1 ^/2/7-J05 | n \ -/2Fw>, 1 37 1 -»/2r»^) ?

where flOT is some constant, which may depend on d but is independent
of 0. This fact is proved by induction in m and by means of Lemma
2.3.
We assume that the statement (3.11) is valid if k<m—\. The
inhomogeneous term Gm(S1} of (3.4) is described as

where 2"=i/0)<?n — 1 and AI are linear functions of
(j<v), which satisfy, therefore,

Hence each monomial is estimated by the inequalities (3.11) provided
by the assumption as

o

Lemma 2 applies to this in the case that
and

where f(j)

are integers such that l ( j ) <l' (j) and ~£"=il' (j) =m, and
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that a(i, j) =m if i—j and a(i, j) =1 if i^j.

Then

v^y
5
1
v*>
j = 0 ^j — lj
lu-=

and
a (i) =/'(»)

ifz'>l.

We obtain

According to the uniform boundedness of ||0||i, Gm is bounded as
(3.12)

|G

Inserting (3.12) to (3.10), we obtain (3.11) for £ (m) .
We next treat the estimates of \r]\m/2~lFm{_g(y^Y)~\ (m>\) for an
infinitely differentiate homogeneous function g(xQ)X} of order /.
\r]\m/2-lFm[_g(yQ,Y^
consists of polynomials in 5(« (1 <k<m) with
coefficients which are linear in (F*£) (jVo3^) (1<^<^) ? namely, the
type of its monomials is

where l<k<m and Yjj=ik(j)

=m.

Since S(k(j^

are bounded by

it must be estimated as

Jo
Lemma 2 applies again to these so that they have a common bound

with respect to- A; ( l < £ < m ) .

Jo
It is shown that

Let us consider another function F(t^x^X) defined by two homogeneous functions F0 and F1 of order 0 such that
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and H/^jllo (j = 0, 1) are uniformly bounded by a constant. In the same
reason as with respect to \TJ r /2 ~ z F m [gO>o,Y)],

is bounded by
Jo

where \\r\\j means H A I i j + ilAiij-

o

It may replace to

because the minimum of 7* is positiveB
may apply to

Since the similar argument

its bound is given by the superior of
^

where k + Zj=i *(/) =m and rt = r(t-s, j>
According to the assumption that \\r\\Q is bounded by a constant,
the application of Lemma 2 to them gives again them a common
bound such that

We get the above results into the proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Lei (jo, Y) = Ft (xQ,X) be the flow defined by (3.2).
Then for any infinitely differ entiable homogeneous function g of order /,
\i\m/2-lrm{g(y0,Y)exp\:-Vrt(s)ds-]}

(3.13)

Jo

is bounded by

c«7[||glL+|lsilo(ll^^
where
= Co1/2 (y,} Y) + C (3) d~1 (Jo,y) /3 O-o, Y) ,

JO
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fi(x t ,X)= IF/I If l- 3/2 +/|f |-2+ Wt\ if |-1/2 + 1^] ill- 1 ,
rt(s)
and

with F such that

Remark. At (3.13) taken off the weight \rj\m/2~l or put back to
the usual notation of derivatives (9/3x0)a and (d/dx)a from the one
Fa, all of the above results remain valid by means of replacements of
constants Cm by other ones according to the estimates (3.3) of the
weights \T]\ and l ^ l " 1 and by means of multiplications of the powers
of |f | corresponding to their homogeneous order. Therefore (3.13)
may replace to

§ 4. Construction of Right Inverses
At the previous section, the estimates of functions moved by the
flow Ft(xQ,X) have been attained by means of the function 7* consisting of F/5/, F^ and 0. It is not enough outwardly for our purpose,
namely, to prove Proposition 2.1. It requires to make sure of another
property of the flow Ft(xQ,X).
We check Proposition 2.2 before doing it. We consider the equation
(4.1)

{f0-4

v}+cv = h,

where c and h are homogeneous of order 0 and / in f, respectively.
It is necessary in our case to clarify the dependence of two type of
solutions on coefficients and data. One is solutions vanishing at A = Q
and the other is the solution equal to / at A = Q of the homogeneous
equation. The change of variable XQ to t by means of the function
t = A(xQ,X') transposes (4.1) to the following. (The inverse map is
denoted by XQ = ft(t9X).)
(d/dt) w — a ( d / d X ) w + c~w =bh~,

where
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a (t, X) = 40 ( [i (t, X) , X) -1JAX (ft (t, X) , X) ,

f~(t,X)=f(fi(l,X),X)
and

If the flow of (9/9£)G = —a(t, G) starting from X at l=s is denoted
by G(t,s,X)i then the solution w is given by

where

Therefore if we define </>Q and <p~ by

and
o

then two types of solutions are given by

and

The converse change of variable of t to XQ gives a solution ^0 of (4.1)
such that
The other one vanishing at A = 0 is given by
ul = A(
and

If /i = ^[1 + ^ and if ||0||2 and \\c\\i have a common bound, then this
process of construction yields the estimates (4.2), for the functions
(pQ and <^b

(4.2)

||^lL<c;aialL+ll&lli(II^IL + i+i)+l!a-lo(lklL

if i<*,
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and
m\a<Ca\\gj\\a

if

where gQ=f and gi = h, because the uniqueness of solution to (4,1)
assures the homogeneity of solutions so that the local estimates in f
are extended to the global one, where the estimate (4.2) is one on a
conic neighborhood of {^ = 0}, and |]^||i is as small as it assures
(d/dxo)A^O there. Therefore we can conclude Proposition 2.2.
The estimates (4.2) is one for general functions <j>. At the application of it to our case, the functions 0 have a special feature such
that the supports of <j> concentrate at a neighborhood of the zero
points of /. Especially the solution (f>Q of the homogeneous equation
with the initial data f at A = 0 has an advantageous estimate. We
assume that 0 is a product of two functions p3e (s = 6~4) and ^',

such that p3e is used at Section 2 and <j>' is estimated as

Then the vector field a(d/dX] is perturbed by <j) only on the support
of p3e. Especially t = A(xQ,X) is bounded as \ t \ <C6~2 on the support
of pit. Therefore the both side bounds of Jacobian of the change of
variables and the estimate for (3/dX)G(s,t,X)
are bounded by
constants independent of d if 0 is large enough to neglect the effects
of d to the bounds.
Lemma 4.L

Let

<p be a product of two functions p3e (e = 6~~4)

and

*',

such that

Then two solutions (pQ and (pi of the equation (4.1) with A = A1 + $ have
the estimates such that

and
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if 6 is sufficiently large, where the constants C 0 (i]/|l 2 ) and Ci are independent of the parameter d.
Proof. The proof with respect to 0X is clear from the discussion
before the lemma. The parts of the estimate of
(d/dXYG($J,X)
affected by the perturbation <j> are in the case where the path
G(s,t,X) 0<s<t touches the support of p&. ((d/dX)f~) (0,G(0,J,
in this case is bounded by C6~2 so that
is as small as necessary if 6 is large. The effect at the change of
variable by ^ is also on the support of p3&. (d/dX)f~(t,X)
and the
difference
is bounded by C6~2 on such a point (t,X). Therefore it is possible
to take the bound of \\<fiQ\\2 independent of d.
q. e. d.
Another characteristic of the flow Ft(xQ9X) is
behavior of A(y^Y) as the parameter t tends to
should decrease in exponential order if the function
equal to zero. Therefore it is supposed to remain
derivatives are small.
Let <pQ and (pi stand for the following ones.
(4.3)

found out in the
infinity.
A(y^Y}
f were identically
small iff and its

/-/P=

and

Then the vector field JSf is written as

&v=-2Atft, v} + {f, v]
= -1A{^-A, v] + {^o + 2/V-b v}.
Therefore it holds for A, </>a and (pl that
&A=-2A{£0-<1,1, A] + {<!>«, A],
= -ZAfa-A, 00}+
and
1=

-ZAfa-A, ^}
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These imply the inequalities that
~ \V<p, | \VA |) + \?<1>, \\VA\\A\.
and

2 \A | ( |^ \+WA\ |F& |
Since the non negativity of the function <^0 implies that F^0 is bounded
as

with a maximum norm || • ]]2 up to the second derivatives, so it holds
that

- ]F^ | \VA | -fil
-a^cpQ<2(a\

and

for positive numbers sl9 a and /3. Therefore it is obtained that
A&A -2-la& </,, -Wi&fa
where
Z0= |F^i I WA | +£l 1F^ |2+ (a/2) 2 |F^ |2

and

If £x and ]|F^i|| are sufficiently small and if M H f l " 1 ^ ^ for some
positive £05 then
2(AXQ-Z0)>K
where
K = int(AX
This implies that

f|>0,
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+ (a(\Ac\-K\$ |

If it is here assumed that
and that a and ft are chosen properly and large (naturally, \\$i\\
should be taken small depending on a and /3), then it holds that
ASA -^a&fa + Wi&fr <-K\£\ (A2-a<[>, -fcfft

.

Since it holds by definition that

it is concluded that there exist positive constants a and /3 such that
(d/dt) (A*-a</,0-W) < -2K(A2-a<f,0-^
if \(Ac}(ya,Y)
<2-lK\r)\ and \A(y,,Y) \ <e0 \ij |, and
sufficiently small, where K is given by

if \\rfr\\

are

The above inequality means that
so that the following lemma is concluded.
Lemma 4.2. i«£ ^0 «wrf ^ defined by (4.3) .
constant a and /3 such that

There exist positive

A2(}>0,Y) <

and

and if ||F^ij are sufficiently

Remark.

small, where K is given by

«, ^ and the bound of ||F^i|| are taken uniformly as far
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as 7f, £0 and the bound of \\<f>0\\2

are

fixed.

We check that the assumptions of the previous lemma are fulfilled.
One of them is that A2(y^Y) \ij \~2 is as small as A2(xQ,X) f | ~ 2 .
This is proved as well as the previous one if the parameter u of fv
introduced at Section 1 is put small. Since

and
v, A]
{Al, A}]-2f(Al9

A} + {fv-Al

A],

it holds that
(A3? A) 0>0,Y)

<-2A2i(d/dx0}A1+(d/dxQ)^-{Al,

tn+Cvly M-CII^IM?! 2 .

If A2(yQ^Y) \iq |~2 remains less than a small positive constant e2 and if
is small, then

there with a positive constant K. Therefore if \\<f>\\i is restricted as small
as
-{4,

^} \<K\7>\/4,

then it holds that

On the other hand by the definition of the flow Ft{x^X\

Hence if e0 and \\fi\\0 are taken as small as
then it holds that

so that
if \A(ya,Y) | \T]\~l<sa and if \\<j>\\i is small. This concludes the following.
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// it holds that
\4>

and

and if v of fv is sufficiently

small, then

where s<£ 0 and \\<j>\\i should be restricted as less than some positive constant independent of e and v. Therefore it holds for any t that

if 2£||c||0<^, that is, if the flow (y^Y) starts from the sufficiently
small neighborhood of Al = Q and if v of fv is sufficiently small. It also
holds for fv under the same situations that
because

Proposition 4.1.
and 0',

Let $ be a product of two functions p3B (e =

such that

Then there exist positive constants a, v, 6Q and K, and a neighborhood Q
of the zero points off such that, if 0>d^ it holds on Q that

where <f>0 and 4>i are defined by (4.3).
Proof.

Therefore

By the definition (4.3) of <f>h it holds that
it suffices to show the inequality for A2\$\~z.

This is
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assured by Lemma 4.2. In fact we suppose the results valid. Then
there exist constants a and K such that

Here we know the inequality about \ y \ ~ z such that

If a neighborhood £? of the zero points of/ is defined as Lemma 4.3
holds, then
Therefore we get the conclusion if e is defined as 4e<K.
Next we note that Lemma 4.2 is valid. If the domain Q is taken
as the above, then the conditions for A(y0,Y) are satisfied by virtue of
Lemma 4.3. The assumption for (f> yields Lemma 4.1. Since \\fv\\2
are uniformly bounded when the parameter v tends to zero, \\^\\2 is
bounded independent of v and d. Therefore the constants a, /3 and
the bound of ||^i||i are fixed independent of v. On the other hand
it holds for

that |10(0) — £^(0)11! is small as u tends to zero by the discussion at
the end of Section 1 and that the others are small so that there
exists v as ||^i||i is less than the bound by virtue of Lemma 4.1.
q. e. d.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. At Proposition 3.1, we put

r0
and

Then

is a solution of the equation
[(rf/rfO - [f 1and
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Since a solution of stationary equation is given by integral of 5(0 in
t from zero to infinity, we define Rj(<fi,c} as

and

if they exist. Then they give a right inverse, that is, outside the
support of (1— jO ffl ), it means
Therefore it suffices for completing the proof to show that Rj(<t>,c)
are well defined and satisfy the estimates. To be well defined is
assured if

is integrable in t. In fact it is bounded by

if a) is taken as /^0>0. Since j is a bounded function, it is integrable
in t. The more precise considerations are necessary to get the
desirable estimates. We fix an integer m. At first we take d in ;small at the zero points of/ as
there if the bound of \\$\\i is small, and next a) small as
on the whole space.

This implies that

exp [ - T OP, - Cw) <fr] < exp ( -ef) .

Therefore the constant of the estimate at Proposition 2.1 is independent
of <[>. We now fix w and assume it for $ that for a constant C2~,
This implies that for any non negative ???,

c w r<c w 3 (/lf|- 2 +*).
Here d in ? is changed depending on m but w and the bound of
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H ^ l l x keep fixed as
According to Proposition 4.1, this is bounded as
on a neighborhood of the zero points of /independent of m. Therefore
it holds that

This yields the uniform constant of estimate for such <f> and independent of ^>, especially, K as far as C2~ is fixed if the support of pa
is included in such a neighborhood.
q. e. d.
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